Ref. No P-Com/Accts/ 0 0 0 2 0 3

Date: 04.01.2017

Commercial Circular No. 277

Sub: Modification in “Nav Prakash Yojna 2016-17”

Ref: -
1) Commercial Circular No. 269 dt. 27.09.2016.
2) Commercial Circular No. 270 dt.10.10.2016.

The MSEDCL has announced “Nav Prakash Yojna 2016-17” for PD Consumers vide circular referred above. It was decided that 4% of amount recovered will be given as a group incentive to the section/Subdivision. It was also decided that the management will take decision on the decree passed cases separately.

It is proposed by Zonal Chief Engineers, that employees be motivated in the form of incentive, monitory who are striving hard to recover the arrears though this scheme.

In “Nav Prakash Yojna” AG consumers were not allowed, as proposal for extension of Krishi Sanjivini Yojna is already submitted to GoM. However, GoM has not yet granted any extension to Krishi Sanjivini Yojna. As such it has been decided to allow permanently disconnected Agriculture consumers to participate in this scheme.

The competent authority has accorded approval for modification in scheme as below:-

1) Incentive:
   i. 2% incentive to be given in cash to employees of Section/Subdivision as decided by concerned Executive Engineer O&M by considering efforts taken by individual employee/team in recovery of PD arrears.
   ii. Remaining 2% amount of incentive be utilized by concern Executive Engineer O&M for infrastructure/Office Equipments of concern Section/Subdivision as per request of eligible Section Officer/SDO.

2) In case of HT consumers, incentive to be given as (i) & (ii) above for employee & concern offices i.e Circle/Division/Subdivision/Section Office and will be decided by concern Chief Engineer O&M.

3) All Decree passed cases above 12 years be allowed to participate in this scheme.

4) All permanently disconnected Agricultural consumers as on 31st March 2016, also to be allowed to participate in this scheme.

It is clarified that, date of participation in this scheme is date of Permanent Disconnection (PD) only. Also the precondition of 10% recovery for incentive is relaxed.

All filed offices are requested to take note of above modification in Nav Prakash Yojna. All Field officers are directed to follow above instructions and guidelines scrupulously and take maximum efforts to make Nav Prakash Yojna successful.

Signed: 5/1/2017
Chief Engineer (Commercial)

Copy: As per mailing list